BODY/SLIMMING TREATMENTS:
VELASHAPE II:
Treat Yourself To a Smoother, Sexier Figure
VelaShape™ contours, shapes and slims the body by improving cellulite and reducing circumference in
as few as 4 treatment sessions. VelaShape provides dramatic results without downtime or significant
discomfort. The secret behind VelaShape is that it is the first and only technology that combines elŌs
with vacuum and tissue manipulation to reduce the volume and appearance of fat tissues.

POLLOGEN TRIPOLLAR:
Tripollar RF technology painlessly delivers optimal RF-energy to the skin surface and to subcutaneous fat
layers. Controlled energy is delivered via three or more electrodes, centered between them, and limited
only to the treatment efficacy that provides immediate visible results from the first treatment. RFenergy is safe for aesthetic applications since the heat is treated by body cells as an energy
source. When applying RF-energy to fat cells, the fat cells’ resistance increases the heating effect. This
selective heating of the fat cells accelerates their natural metabolism, causing the cells to shrink via the
release of fatty acids (liquid fat) which is disposed of naturally via the blood and lymph
system. Tripollar-based treatments smoothes, contours, tones and lifts and offers a non-surgical choice
that effectively treats all areas without harming surrounding tissues.








Wrinkles, Sagging, lax skin in the arms, abdomen and neck
Post Pregnancy skin tightening
Fat cells shrinkage
Cellulite improvement
Double chin, wrinkles and fine lines near the mouth, eyes or forehead
Unsightly “bulges” or fat pockets
Uniform texture and appearance post lipo-suction
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Before and after:

LPG ENDERMOLOGIE:
Blood and oxygen is drawn to the area by suction. This ‘revs up’ the fat cells, which begin to metabolize
more effectively and start to shrink in size. The stretching stimulates the fibroblasts and encourages
them to produce collagen and elastin. This elastisizes the septa and improves skin tone. The lymphatic
vessels are unblocked and the excess fluid begins to drain away, decreasing the pressure in the area and
all the elements in the cellulite layer return to their normal shape and size, smoothing the skin.
SMOOTH CELLULITE: Cellulite, a true nightmare for some, affects nearly 90% of women! Most cellulite
areas remain totally unaffected by even the strictest diets and physical exercise. It results from both
excess fats in fat cells and retained water all around it. By growing larger, the fat cells deform the skin
envelope, thus causing an orange peel effect. LPG's mechanical Roll stimulation can soften tissue and
decompartmentalize fatty cells thus making the skin smoother and softer, and cellulite gradually and
permanently disappears!
FIRM THE SKIN: Weight changes, pregnancy, or age the skin gradually loses its firmness and its
flexibility. Although sagging skin affects the entire body, some areas are more sensitive to it, including
the inner thighs, the tummy, and the arms. This phenomenon is explained by the slower production of
elastin and collagen fibers by the fibroblasts. The skin then loses its substance, and signs of aging
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appear. LPG acts at the core of the fibroblast and activate the production of these essential support
fibers (collagen and elastin) and redensifies the cells making the skin visibly firmer and toned.
RESCULPT THE FIGURE: Slimming down is nice, but keeping curves and harmonious volume is even
better! Affected areas are usually the hips, stomach, and especially the buttocks. Volume is often not
symmetrical, and curves lack shape. LPG can reshape your figure precisely and in a specific location.
Volume is rebalanced to restore the body's ideal shape.

Before and after:
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